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PURPOSE OF THIS POLICY
1.

Introduction

KCGE Europe Limited (referred to as “KCGE”, “we” or “us”) is a UK-based MiFID Investment
Firm authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. KCGE Europe Limited is a
subsidiary of Virtu Financial, Inc.
This policy provides information on the order execution policy for KCGE (the “Order Execution
Policy”). Defined terms in this Order Execution Policy will have the same meaning as the
definitions provided within KCGE’s Terms of Business for Professional Clients and Eligible
Counterparties.
As an Investment Firm, KCGE is required to take all sufficient steps to obtain, when executing
orders, the best possible result for our clients taking into account price, costs, speed, likelihood
of execution and settlement, size, nature or any other consideration relevant to the execution of
the order.
The relative importance of execution factors will depend on the characteristics of the client, their
order, the Financial Instrument and execution venue or market. Common and important
characteristics of the orders. Financial Instruments and markets are described in more detail
below.
Aside from the explicit best execution rules explained in this policy, we have an overriding duty
to act honestly, fairly and professionally in accordance with the best interests of our clients.
2.

Scope of the Order Execution Policy

This Order Execution Policy applies to KCGE.
This Order Execution Policy applies to Professional Clients within the meaning of MiFID II
Regulations. Clients should have received a formal notification from us informing them of their
client categorisation.
This Order Execution Policy does not apply to eligible counterparties. Accordingly, transactions
executed with eligible counterparties will be governed in accordance with MiFID II Regulations
unless we agree otherwise. In all circumstances we will act honestly, fairly and professionally
and communicate in a way which is fair, clear and not misleading, taking into account the nature
of the eligible counterparty and of its business.
The policy provides information on our approach to order execution in the context of
transactions undertaken with or for clients in relation to those Financial Instruments. The
products that are within scope of best execution rules are Financial Instruments. This includes
securities, such as shares, bonds, units in funds and structured products, as well as financial
contracts, such as options, forwards, futures and swaps, whether publicly listed or not.
Please note that, whether or not this policy applies to the relevant Financial Instrument, we are
committed to acting honestly, fairly and professionally in accordance with the best interests of
our clients in relation to all the business we conduct.
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This policy applies to all Professional Clients to whom KCGE provides sales coverage and
investment and/or ancillary services, without making a distinction on whether the client is
resident in the EEA, and regardless of where the transaction is executed.
3.

How We Determine Whether Best Execution Is Owed

The rules on the application of best execution depend on whether the client is classified as a
retail, professional or eligible counterparty client. In accordance with KCGE’s Terms of Business
for Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties, we will classify you as either a Professional
Client or an Eligible Counterparty and will benefit from the regulatory protections afforded to the
relevant category under the MiFID II Regulations.
3.1. Retail Clients
We do not deal directly with retail clients and will only provide services to clients classified as
either Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties.
3.2. Professional Clients
When dealing with professional clients, we owe best execution obligations in all circumstances
where we have agency or contractual obligations with the client and when dealing on own
account, when circumstances demonstrate that the client is legitimately relying on us in relation
to the execution of the transaction.
4.

Executing orders on behalf of clients

This section deals with situations where we execute orders on behalf of clients either by acting
as agent or matched principal trading.
When we act as agent or on a ‘matched principal’ basis, we will be acting on the client’s behalf
and as such best execution will apply. We may act as agent for the client either explicitly or
implicitly, such as in scenarios where we receive an order from the client which we then work in
the market on a matched principal basis.
‘Matched principal trading’ means a transaction where we interpose ourselves between the buyer
and the seller to the transaction in such a way that we are never exposed to market risk throughout
the execution of the transaction, with both sides executed simultaneously, and where the
transaction is concluded at a price where we make no profit or loss, other than a previously
disclosed commission, fee or charge for the transaction.
When we execute orders on behalf of clients, KCGE deploys procedures and arrangements which
provide for the prompt, fair and expeditious execution of the client orders, relative to other client
orders or the trading interests of the investment firm. Where we receive comparable client orders,
the handling and execution of the client orders will be prioritized in accordance with the time of
their reception by KCGE.
5.

Dealing on own account or acting as principal

We may deal as principal with the client, for example where the client has accepted a quote
provided by us or one of our affiliated brokers. In those circumstances, whether we owe the
client best execution will depend on whether the client is legitimately relying on us to protect
their interests in relation to the pricing and other elements of a transaction. We will assess
whether or not a client legitimately relies on us with the following test:
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Whether we or the client initiates transactions – where the client initiates the transaction, this
suggests that it is less likely that the client will be placing reliance on us. We do not initiate
transactions with clients, and will not deem any discussion held with a client to constitute
initiation of a transaction;
Shop around – where the market practice suggests that the client takes responsibility for the
pricing and other elements of the transaction and the market practice is to obtain quotes from
various sources, it is less likely that the client will be placing reliance on us;
Relative levels of transparency within a market – if we have ready access to prices in the market
in which we operate, whereas the client does not, it is more likely that the client will be placing
reliance on us, whereas if our access to pricing transparency is broadly equivalent, it is less
likely that the client will be placing reliance on us; and
Information provided by us and the terms of our agreements with the client – where our
arrangements and agreements with the client (such as our Terms of Business for Professional
Clients and Eligible Counterparties and this Order Execution Policy) state that we will not
provide best execution, it is less likely that the client will be placing reliance on us.
The above four points implement the European Union’s “Fourfold Test” for legitimate reliance.
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PROVIDING BEST EXECUTION
6.

Professional Clients

In order to achieve the best possible result for you, KCGE will give consideration to a range of
execution factors when determining the best outcome for you. Some of the below factors are
considered to be more important than others; however, this relative priority is not fixed and there
are situations where the relative importance of these factors may change in accordance with
instructions that you provide or broader market conditions (the “Execution Factors”):
 Price: this is the price a Financial Instrument is executed at;
 Transaction cost, market impact and risks relevant to the execution: this includes
implicit costs such as the possible market impact, explicit external costs (including inter
alia exchange or clearing fees, broker commissions) and explicit internal costs which
represents KCGE’s own remuneration through commission or spread ;
 Speed of execution: time it takes to execute a client transaction;
 Likelihood of execution and settlement: the likelihood that we will be able to complete
a client transaction;
 Size and nature of the order: this is the size of the transaction executed for a client
accounting for how this may affect the price of execution;
 Nature of the market for the financial instrument: this is how the particular
characteristics of a client transaction can affect how best execution is received; and
 Any other consideration deemed relevant to the execution of an order.
In order to determine the relative importance of the Execution Factors, we will take into account
the characteristics of:
 The client, including the categorisation of the client as professional;
 The client order;
 The Financial Instruments that are the subject of the client order;
 The execution venues to which the client order can be directed.
Generally, we will consider price as the most significant factor in the execution of a client’s order.
However, there may be circumstances where the primary Execution Factors may vary and price
is no longer the dominant execution factor; for example, for transactions in illiquid securities,
likelihood of execution and market impact become more important.
During the trading process when applying consideration to each execution factor, KCGE will use
its experience and expertise to achieve the best balance across the full range of Execution
Factors. This includes where they may conflict with each other. Overall this may mean that KCGE
does not always achieve the best price for every client transaction or execution of child orders,
but the best result that can be reasonably expected given the information available during the
execution process. However, it should be noted that when undertaking a transaction any specific
execution factors specified by you will always be paramount in ensuring best execution is
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provided.
In determining the “price” of a financial instrument, we will take into account a number of
considerations including market parameters (i.e. the price at which a financial instrument may be
trading on a, taking into account liquidity on that execution venue, valuation models, the risks
incurred by us from entering into transactions, the capital requirements on us resulting from those
transactions and the cost of hedging our risks).
7.

Examples of application of the execution factors

We provide here examples of how we may apply the Execution Factors under certain conditions
for illustrative purposes. These examples do not represent how the Execution Factors will always
be considered.
 When we are acting as principal in a liquid exchange traded fund and best execution
applies, price will be the primarily considered Execution Factor, followed by transaction
costs and risks relevant to the execution, size and nature of the order and its likely
market impact. Other considerations may need to be taken into account, in this case,
clearing and settlement costs and charges.
 When we are acting as principal in a liquid equity and best execution applies, price will
be the primarily considered Execution Factor, followed by size of order, then speed of
execution.
8.

Exceptions to the general application

On any given order, circumstances may indicate that any particular Execution Factor may be a
greater or lesser influence on achieving best execution.
For example, when transacting a large order, confidentiality may be more important; when trading
an illiquid product, certainty of execution may be more important. Please consult the product
specific Annex A of this policy for a better understanding of how and when best execution will be
achieved.
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SCENARIO ANALYSIS
This section provides analysis as to whether or not best execution applies in certain scenarios.
9.

Acting as Agent or as Matched Principal

9.1. Where KCGE has discretion over the execution of orders on behalf of clients
When acting as agent or as matched principal with discretion over how to execute a client order,
best execution obligations will apply. We will apply the Execution Factors to each order over which
we exercise discretion.
Where we receive specific instructions from a client in relation to any aspect of a transaction (for
example, where the client instructs us to execute the order on a particular venue, at a particular
time or at a particular price), we must execute the transaction in accordance with such instructions
and, by doing so, will satisfy our obligation to provide best execution in relation to that aspect of
the order. These elements do not release us from our obligation to provide best execution in
relation to those aspects of the order where the client has not provided specific instructions, such
as the venue of execution or the timing of the execution, where we retain some discretion over
those aspects.
KCGE reserves the right to intervene in the routing and execution of all client orders in the market
where the original parameters could result in adverse market impact.
We set out below some examples of “order types” and how we deal with them:
 Smart Order Routing
Where accessing markets electronically, KCGE’s routing decisions, including those processed
within our algorithms, are made by our smart order router (“SOR”) logic. Orders which are routed
through KCGE’s SOR are managed by Virtu algorithms, are considered agency trades and best
execution will be provided accordingly. The primary objective of the SOR is to achieve the best
possible outcome for our clients. KCGE’s interactions with execution venues are guided by
objectively observed and calculated parameters. The execution decision as to which order books,
price levels or participation sizes to target will be taken based upon both the explicit instructions
accompanying the relevant order from the client, and the SOR’s programmed parameters. The
SOR may break the client orders into multiple “child orders” and send them to one or many
execution venues, either in parallel or in sequence. Best execution obligations will be applicable
on the child orders as well as on the overall original client order.
 “Target Benchmark” orders
A client may send KCGE an order to execute at a price benchmark determined by a reference
price in the market. Such benchmarks may include “Volume Weighted Average Price” which we
consider the weighted average price published by the market over the period of the life of the
order via a generally accepted price source. To execute benchmarked-order, KCGE may use a
number of orders and child orders, both aggressive and passive in order to obtain execution in
line with the benchmark over a specified or implied period. The target is to achieve an overall
outcome for the order where the overall volume weighted average execution price meets the
target benchmark whilst taking into account the Execution Factors. KCGE does not guarantee
execution at the Target Benchmark price.
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 Limit orders
Where a client submits a limit order, KCGE will always respect any limit price instructed on the
client order. The volume at which this occurs will depend on the liquidity of the particular financial
instrument on the trading venues on which the order is submitted. The client should specify the
time in force (“TIF”) of any order sent to KCGE. Typical TIF instructions include Immediate or
Cancel (“IOC”, Good for Day (“GFD”) or Good till Cancelled (“GTC”). In the event that a client
wishes to utilize GTCs, KCGE reserves the right to reject such orders unless agreed in advance.
In the absence of a TIF parameter, KCGE will use its discretion to apply a TIF reasonable for the
order that has been sent, or reject the order back to the client if a reasonable TIF cannot be
determined. In the event that KCGE receives a client order that is not due for immediate execution,
this will not restrict KCGE’s ability to receive and process other client orders and/or undertake
Investment Services in an agency capacity, as a market-maker or principal dealer.
 “Price Level” order
Where a client submits a “price level” or a “limit price” order, the client’s order will only be filled
when we reasonably perceive that the particular level has been attained. Where the order is
submitted to the market, the client’s order will only fill when the price is attained. In such
circumstances the order will fill with the available quantity either fully or partially.
 “At Market” or “At Best” order
Where a client submits an order and does not specify a price level, limit price or price
determination mechanism or a specific time of execution we shall, unless agreed otherwise,
handle that order as an “at market” or “at best” order. This means that the client order will be filled
as soon as reasonably practicable after the order is accepted at the prevailing market price and
in accordance with best execution obligations.
 “Stop” order
Where a client submits a “stop” order, the client must specify the price level at which the order is
to be triggered and the conditions or time for which the order will remain valid. The “stop” order
will be triggered when market conditions permit execution When the “stop” order is triggered, and
the order becomes an “at market” order, we do not, unless we otherwise agree, guarantee that
the order will be filled at the “stop” level however we will place the stop order in the markets that
we determine in our discretion are appropriate to assist in managing risk and/or to enable us to
fill the “stop” order.
 Internalisation
KCGE is not a Systematic Internaliser. In order driven markets such as cash equities, unless you
instruct us otherwise, KCGE may choose to “internalise” your order by executing the order or part
of the order with its affiliate Virtu Financial Ireland Limited (VFIL), which operates as a Systematic
Internaliser. We will treat VFIL as an execution venue and as with other execution venues, it is
subject to this Order Execution Policy. We will internalise transactions only where, applying the
same factors we apply to other execution venues, and where we have concluded that the
internalisation of the order provides you with best execution.
 Non-standard order characteristics
Where a client order has non-standard characteristics such as being a large or outsized order, in
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an illiquid security etc. KCGE may use its discretion for such client orders. This may involve KCGE
transmitting one or more child orders and submitting them to electronic venues, or to third parties,
in order to reduce the overall market price impact of the client order. KCGE may apply discretion
as to the timing of the client orders, the venues to which the orders are submitted, the type of the
child orders, the size of the child orders and the price of the child orders whilst considering other
Execution Factors including the costs of execution and clearing & settlement fees.
9.2. Orders executed according to specific instructions
Where a client provides specific instructions to KCGE in relation to a transaction we will execute
the transaction in accordance with that instruction. In such instances KCGE has no discretion
over how an order is executed and by following the specific instruction is satisfying our obligation
to provide best execution in relation to the order. This means that if a client provides a specific
instructions in relation to any aspect of a transaction, for example an instruction to execute on a
particular venue, at a particular time or at a particular price, we must execute the transaction in
accordance with that instruction and, by doing so, will satisfy our obligation to provide best
execution in relation to that aspect of the order.
9.3. Direct Market Access
KCGE may provide Direct Market Access (“DMA”) services to clients. KCGE’s DMA services
enable clients to transmit orders electronically to KCGE’s trading systems for automatic onward
transmission under KCGE’s trading member ID to a specified trading platform. Where client
orders have been transmitted by DMA, they will be executed in line with clients’ specific
instructions to the extent possible. Where a client gives us a specific instruction as to the execution
of an order, we will execute the order in accordance with those specific instructions. Where the
client’s instruction relates to only part of the order, and/or where the client is executed via our
KCGE SOR, we will continue to apply our Order Execution Policy to those aspects of the order
not covered by the specific instructions. KCGE reserves the right however to intervene in the
routing and execution of DMA orders where the original parameters could result in adverse market
impact.
10.

Dealing on own account (acting as principal)

KCGE may deal as principal with clients. The determination as to whether KCGE owes the client
best execution depends on whether we are dealing on own account when executing client orders
or the client is reasonably relying on KCGE as determined by the Fourfold Test.
Where KCGE is willing to deal on own account, we may choose to provide quotes in Financial
Instruments by providing prices at which we are prepared to deal with the client in accordance
with MiFID II Regime. Prices quoted by us may be different to those available on a Trading Venue;
it will be up to the client to determine whether they wish to accept such price. Quotes provided
are firm quotes and are exercisable until such time as the quote is updated or cancelled. If the
client accepts a quote once the original quote has lapsed or been cancelled (i.e. when the quote
has technically expired), we have the right to accept the trade on the basis that the client wishes
to trade at that level, but we also may reject it on the basis that the quote has expired.
10.1.

Request for Quote

In the event that we receive a request for quote from a client (“RFQ”) and we act as principal, we
are executing the transaction as the client’s counterparty and not on the client’s behalf. In this
scenario, best execution will not apply as we are of the view that legitimate reliance will ordinarily
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not be established under the Fourfold Test. Such RFQs that we provide in a principal capacity
represent pure risk prices for the transaction and form the price basis of the transaction, as
opposed to an indicative price that we might be able to achieve in the market in an agency
transaction.
Where KCGE responds to an RFQ for an executable two-way price, ordinarily legitimate reliance
will not be present using the Fourfold Test given the opportunity for clients to shop around in these
markets and best execution will not be owed.
In circumstances where an RFQ is submitted to the Firm in which the price is determined by a
reference price that will be known after the RFQ has been accepted by KCGE, the risk price
provided by KCGE is contingent on that reference price. We owe best execution only where we
are responsible for, and have discretion over, the price at which that market reference price is to
be determined. Typically, legitimate reliance will not be present using the Fourfold Test given the
opportunity for clients to shop around in these markets.
Where KCGE accepts a market-on-close (“MOC”) order (i.e. to transact a certain volume at the
closing price or equivalent price set at a predetermined time by reference to published criteria),
then, unless we agreed otherwise on order receipt, KCGE shall attempt to fill the order at the
relevant published price (subject to any applicable mark-up or mark-down as agreed between the
client and us). Where we are guaranteeing that the order will be filled at the relevant close price
and filling the order in a principal capacity, we consider that a specific instruction and comparable
to principal trading, thus we will not have discretion in this case and best execution obligations
are not deemed applicable.
10.2. Executing a client order as principal
In certain circumstances KCGE may execute orders on behalf of clients when acting as principal.
In such situations we may owe a duty of best execution under the Fourfold Test where the client
places legitimate reliance upon KCGE to find the best result for them. For example, circumstances
where we have discretion over aspects of ‘at best’ or ‘market’ orders even when we are acting as
principal.
11.

Special situations

Volatile markets or exceptional market conditions may materially impact client orders and you
should be aware of order handling and execution risks associated with such environments. For
example:
 orders may be executed at a substantially different price from the quoted best bid or
offer, or the last reported trade price at the time of order entry, or an order may be only
partially executed or may be executed in several shapes at different prices;
 Opening prices may differ significantly from the previous day’s close;
 Trading Venue technology constraints may require automated trading systems to be
switched off and/or electronic order routing to be suspended in favour of manual
execution;
 Automated pre-trade risk controls may throttle order submission or block orders from
being placed on the order book.
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12.

Publication of limit orders

Where a client limit order is not immediately executed under prevailing market conditions, KCGE
will, unless the client expressly instructs otherwise, take measures to facilitate the earliest
possible execution of that order by making public immediately that client limit order typically by
transmitting the client limit order to a Trading Venue.
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EXECUTION VENUE & COUNTERPARTY SELECTION POLICY
We execute orders in Financial Instruments, KCGE may use one or more of the following
execution venues to enable us to obtain the best possible result on a consistent basis when
executing an order on the client’s behalf:
 Regulated Markets;
 Other exchanges that are not Regulated Markets
 Multilateral Trading Facilities (“MTFs”);
 Internal sources of liquidity (matching client orders);
 Systematic Internalisers (“SI”) including Systematic Internalisers operated by our
affiliates (“VFSI”)
 KCGE’s trading desks’ principal positions (KCGE own positions or where acting as a
liquidity provider by house filling an execution); and
 Third party brokers who may interact with us in a principal or agency capacity, including
investment firms, market makers & liquidity providers, retail service providers (RSPs),
DMA or other direct electronic access providers, or equivalent non-EU entities
performing similar functions.
Please see Annex C of this policy for a non-exhaustive schedule of execution venues and brokers.
This list may be updated periodically and KCGE reserves the right to add and remove execution
venues and brokers at its own discretion.
The factors affecting choice of execution venue are: price, the requirement for speed of execution,
market liquidity, the size and nature of the order and whether the client has consented to its orders
being executed outside of a Trading Venue. If the client has provided prior express consent, its
orders may be executed on its behalf outside a regulated market or MTF. KCGE will not unfairly
discriminate between execution venues or types (i.e. Brokers) but will make a decision on an
execution venue based on a consideration of the Execution Factors.
Our choice of execution venue may be constrained by the fact that there may be only one venue
where an order can be executed due to the nature of the client’s order or requirements.
KCGE will ordinarily utilize its own execution venue memberships and connectivity to place
orders. In certain markets KCGE may use third party brokers to access a trading venue or to
obtain liquidity.
Third Party Brokers are only used by KCGE once they have completed due diligence process.
Third party brokers may also include affiliated Virtu Financial entities. Whenever a connected
party is used to execute a client’s order, KCGE will ensure that any conflicts of interest are
managed appropriately to provide the best result for the client.
ACCEPTANCE, GOVERNANCE AND MONITORING
KCGE has implemented a governance framework and control process through which it monitors
the effectiveness of our order execution arrangements (including this Order Execution Policy), to
identify and, where appropriate, correct any deficiencies.
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Through this governance framework and controls process, KCGE will assess whether the
execution venues included in this Order Execution Policy provide the best possible result for you
or whether we need to make changes to our execution arrangements. We will review our order
execution arrangements and Order Execution Policy at least annually or whenever a material
change occurs that affects our ability to obtain the best result for the execution of your orders on
a consistent basis.
When you agree to the KCGE Terms of Business for Professional Clients and Eligible
Counterparties you are also deemed to have understood and agreed to this Order Execution
Policy.
We will notify you of any material changes to our best execution policy by posting an updated
version of our Order Execution Policy at the below website address:
https://www.virtu.com/legal/global-disclosures-regulatory-reporting/kcg-europe-limitedregulatory-disclosures
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ANNEX A: OVERVIEW OF HOW WE PROVIDE BEST EXECUTION - CAPACITY
We provide in this Annex an overview of when and how we will provide best execution in relation
to transactions executed in different capacities.
Please note that, within the asset classes, there may be particular transactions which will not be
subject to the general rule and we highlight these where possible. In limited circumstances, there
may also be specific facts in relation to a particular order which may alter the general position
outlined.
13.

Agency

This schedule covers activities undertaken when KCGE is acting as agent or in matched principal
capacity across all products.
Acting as Agent

Scenario
Applicable

Best Execution
deemed
applicable

Notes

Execution of orders with
discretion (incl. DMA and
where orders are routed
via our SOR)

Yes

Yes

For large or illiquid orders,
speed and likelihood of
execution along with likely
market impact will be more
important.

Applies to all types
of order detailed in
section 9 above.

For block trades: price,
likelihood of execution;
likelihood of settlement will be
more important.
Execution of orders with
specific instructions and
no discretion (Inc. DMA)

Yes

No

None

Unless some
discretion remains
on part of the
order

Common exceptions to the general position
When requested by the client or in certain circumstances where minimising market impact plays
a larger role as an Execution Factor, orders may require the involvement of a third party broker
to execute the order.
Where a client order is received and we have discretion over execution, but there is only one
possible execution venue for that Financial Instrument (either because it is the only venue for that
Financial Instrument, or because the client instructed a specific currency for that Financial
Instrument), this order will be considered analogous to a specific instruction order in that by
executing on that venue, we will satisfy our best execution obligations in relation to that aspect of
the order. This will not prevent other aspects of the order, for example speed of execution, being
subject to best execution.
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When we receive orders that are measured against a benchmark (e.g. VWAP orders), these will
generally be undertaken by executing a mix of passive and aggressive orders through a trading
schedule which is designed to achieve the benchmark overall. We will not guarantee that the best
price is achieved for the overall order. While we will endeavour to meet the benchmark for the
client, the market price is not in our control over the course of the trading day. However, we will
apply best execution principles to both the passive and aggressive orders; for passive orders,
Execution Factors other than price may be weighted as more significant, in particular likelihood
of execution.
14. Dealing on own account or Acting as Principal
This schedule covers activities undertaken when KCGE is dealing on own account or acting as
principal.
Acting as on Own
Account or Acting as
Principal

Scenario
Applicable

Best Execution
deemed
applicable

Notes

Where firm price is
offered

Yes

No

This is the primary transaction
scenario for shares, share-like
instruments and ETFs.

Where the final price is
dependent on KCGE’s
quality of execution

Yes

Yes

Transactions where the price
is at least partially determined
by execution of KCGE hedge
e.g. price vs. reference.

Executable (two way)
price

Yes

No

None

Request for Quote

Unless the client
legitimately relies
on KCGE

Unless the client
legitimately relies
on KCGE

Common exceptions to the general position
There may be circumstances in which other execution factors may take priority over price. For
example, likelihood of execution may be more important to achieving best execution in relation to
a large order.
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ANNEX B: OVERVIEW OF HOW WE PROVIDE BEST EXECUTION - INSTRUMENTS
We provide in this Annex an overview of when and how we will provide best execution in relation
to transactions executed for different asset classes.
15.

Cash Equities

Introduction
This asset class-specific annex provides further details with regards to the application of best
execution in relation to cash equity instruments, which include; common stock, rights, warrants,
preference shares, American depositary receipts (“ADRs”) and global depositary receipts
(“GDRs”) (herein collectively referred to as “Cash Equities”).
Application of Best Execution for In-Scope Products
Cash Equities may be executed via a number of channels: High-Touch (“HT”), Low-Touch (“LT”),
Direct Market Access (“DMA”), and RSP.
The origins of orders placed with each desk can be either manual or electronic. Manual or voice
execution orders are client instructions to trade that typically originate from phone calls or instant
messaging. Electronic orders are transmissions of client instructions to trade typically via the
messaging protocol FIX.
KCGE owes a duty of best execution when executing client orders on your behalf. We consider
ourselves to be in receipt of an order where an execution instruction is given to us that gives rise
to contractual or agency obligations to you. Specifically, this will be the case where you commit
to a trade that is not immediately executable, leaving discretion with us as to the manner of
execution and exact terms of the resulting transaction; and the execution can be booked to your
account, without the need to re-confirm the price, size or any other factor(s) with you; or where
we execute an order as agent or riskless principal on your behalf. Examples of these include
market orders, resting orders, limit orders, market on open/close and fill or kill orders.
For the majority of Cash Equity executions, except in certain circumstances, the obligation to
provide best execution will ordinarily apply, particularly when executing via HT and LT desks.
Best execution obligations are unlikely to apply where you have asked us for a quote, as we
generally take the view that in the context of the Fourfold Test there is no legitimate reliance being
placed on us to meet the relevant best execution requirements. Furthermore, where you provide
us with a specific instruction, such as the time an order should be placed or specifying the use of
an algorithm, to the extent that we follow such instructions, we have satisfied any best execution
requirements with respect to that aspect of the order.
Prioritisation of Execution Factors
When executing transactions where best execution applies, KCGE will take into account the
execution factors listed in section 6 of the KCGE Order Execution Policy.
Whilst we have provided these in order of the relative priority we apply be default, a variety of
criteria will be taken into account in assessing the actual prioritisation of execution factors. Criteria
for consideration include the characteristics of each individual order such as client preferences,
market conditions, when the order is received and the size of order. It is important to note that in
certain circumstances, for example high volatility or an illiquid market, likelihood of execution may
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become the primary execution factor.
KCGE’s Cash Equities business lines, HT and LT assess each client order based on their
accompanying instructions. Client specific instructions determine how each order is split into
components and also dictate how these are executed. Consequently, the prioritisation of
execution factors varies on a per-order basis.
Outside of any specific instructions provided by the client, the most important execution factor
when handling orders will be the price of the relevant Financial Instrument. Subject to any specific
instruction, the following provides an example of the execution factors prioritisation that may be
applied:
 1. Price
 2. Likelihood of Execution
 3. Size
 4. Costs
 5. Speed
 6. Other Considerations
Once an order has been received it is split for execution in accordance with any accompanying
specific instructions. As part of assessing how to split a client order, this may be done manually,
via an algorithm or by a combination of the two. This process will follow a differing priority of
execution factors to meet the desired overall objective on a per order basis. Client specific
instructions permitting, market impact is taken into consideration.
Orders received directly to LT contain electronic instructions to use various custom tactics that
pertain to different agency algorithmic strategies. Each algorithm uses specific logic to split and
execute orders according to the selected algorithm. Combined with the details of each order, the
prioritisation of execution factors will vary on a per order basis. Further information on the offering
of our agency algorithms is available through your KCGE representative.
Unless explicitly instructed otherwise in a specific instruction, all Cash Equities businesses use
smart order routing logic. The smart order router has an order routing profile which may be
customised by clients. Combined with the details of each order component being executed, the
prioritisation of execution factors will vary on a per order basis. The SOR has several order routing
components. Please contact your KCGE representative for a full explanation of these components
and the core real-time routing factors they employ.
As above, there may be scenarios where the priority of execution factors will vary. For example
when client orders are posting liquidity, likelihood of execution may become a more important
factor. Similarly, when clients select to execute using a “dark only” strategy, other considerations
becomes the primary factor.
Order/Quote Handling
Specific instructions for Cash Equities orders may be received in a number of ways including
phone, instant messaging and electronically via FIX messaging. The specific instructions
determine how each order is split into components and also drive how the component orders are
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executed.
In order to meet the obligation to take all necessary steps to obtain on a consistent basis the best
possible result for the execution of client orders, the Cash Equities trading desks may use one or
more of the execution venues listed in Annex C of this policy.
KCGE employs proprietary SORs that seek the best prices and liquidity across a wide range of
venues. The primary goal of a SOR is quality and certainty of execution. In general, the decision
to post-or-not to a venue is driven by the individual algorithm that is being chosen, and what its
goals are.
Direct Market Access orders received by KCGE are passed through the SOR unless a specific
venue is instructed. In circumstances when we do not take an active role in determining your
execution parameters, we will seek to transact that order in accordance with your instructions.
Execution Venues
The execution venues that are used by KCGE, either as a member, via an affiliate or through
other third party brokers for transacting Cash Equities are detailed in Annex C.
16.

Exchange Traded Funds

Introduction
This asset class specific annex provides further details with regards to the application of best
execution in relation to Exchange Traded Funds (“ETFs”) and Financial Instruments constructed,
traded, cleared and settled in a manner similar to ETFs including Exchange Traded Commodities,
Exchange Traded Products and Exchange Traded Notes (collectively referred to herein as
“ETFs”). This annex forms part of the overarching KCGE Order Execution Policy.
Application of Best Execution for In-Scope Products
KCGE owes a duty of best execution when executing client orders on your behalf. We consider
ourselves to be in receipt of an order where an execution instruction is given to us that gives rise
to contractual obligations to you. Specifically, this will be the case where you commit to a trade
that is not immediately executable, leaving discretion with us as to the manner of execution and
exact terms of the resulting transaction; and the execution can be booked to your account, without
the need to re-confirm the price, size or any other factor(s) with you; or where we execute an
order as riskless principal on your behalf. Examples of these would include market orders and
limit orders.
ETFs will be traded on a ‘riskless principal’ basis. When an ETF is traded as a riskless principal,
it means the price KCGE receives from the execution venue is the price the client receives, plus
commissions and fees. In these cases, best execution will apply.
Best execution obligations are unlikely to apply where you have asked KCGE for a quote (RFQ),
as we generally take the view that in the context of the Fourfold Test there is no legitimate reliance
being placed on us to meet the relevant best execution requirements. Furthermore, where you
provide us with a specific instruction, such as the time an order should be placed or specifying
the use of an algorithm, to the extent that we follow such instructions, we have satisfied any best
execution requirements with respect to that aspect of the order.
Prioritisation of Execution Factors
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When executing those transactions where best execution applies, KCGE will take the following
execution factors into account:
 price;
 costs;
 speed;
 likelihood of execution and settlement;
 size; and
 nature or any other consideration relevant to the execution of a transaction.
Whilst we have provided these in order of relative priority in the sections below, a range of criteria
will be taken into account in assessing the prioritisation of execution factors, including appropriate
consideration on a transaction by transaction basis. Criteria for consideration include the
characteristics of each individual transaction such as client preferences, market conditions, when
the transaction is received, and the size of the trade. Generally, the most important execution
factor for our clients will be the price the relevant Financial Instrument is executed at. However,
as set out below, in more illiquid markets, the primary execution factors may vary, such as
likelihood of execution becoming more significant.
As a general indication, the execution factors are likely to be considered as follows, although
these will be assessed on a case by case basis and subject to any specific instructions:
For ETFs in liquid markets, we may prioritise execution factors as follows:
 1. Price
 2. Size
 3. Speed
 4. Costs
 5. Likelihood of Execution
 6. Other Considerations
For ETFs in illiquid markets, for both quote driven and order driven activity, we may prioritise
execution factors as follows:
 1. Likelihood of Execution
 2. Price
 3. Costs
 4. Size
 5. Speed
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 6. Other Considerations
For other scenarios we may prioritise execution factors as follows:
 1. Other Considerations
 2. Size
 3. Speed
 4. Price
 5. Likelihood of Execution
 6. Costs
Order/Quote Handling
Client orders may be placed with KCGE in various ways. Orders placed manually (phone orders
or instant messaging) or electronically (e.g. Bloomberg RFQ) will be dealt with via the trading
desk who will consider the above factors in handling your order in addition to any specific
instructions provided.
When filling a ‘riskless principal’ order in a specific listing of an ETF, then as part of KCGE’s
obligation of best execution, KCGE will potentially trade
 On-exchange, in that specific listing of that ETF;
 On-exchange, in an alternative listing of that same ETF;
 Off-exchange (OTC), in that specific listing of that ETF;
 Off-exchange (OTC), in an alternative listing of that same ETF;
 In other ETFs, in futures, or baskets of stocks if such is deemed to be the most
appropriate option; or
 In the primary market (i.e. creations or redemptions and transacting with ETF issuers).
Client orders received via DMA are covered by the best execution requirements detailed in the
Cash Equities asset class best execution annex above.
Execution Venues
Where KCGE does not support the clients’ desired execution destination, in order to provide
market access to such liquidity we may choose to direct the client order to an affiliate or a third
party broker for execution. The execution venues that are used by KCGE, either as a member,
via an affiliate or through other third party brokers for transacting Cash Equities are detailed in
Annex C of this policy.
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ANNEX C: SCHEDULE OF EXECUTION VENUES AND THIRD PARTY BROKERS
When KCGE acts as principal or agent to your orders, we will take all reasonable steps to consider
the execution venues upon which we place reliance to consistently and sufficiently achieve the
best possible result for the execution of your orders. These include a number of regulated
markets, multilateral trading facilities, market makers (including retail service providers) executing
brokers and other liquidity providers. KCGE may access other markets in which it does not have
direct memberships via third party arrangements.
The below comprises a non-exhaustive list of venues which we may consider and which may be
updated from time to time:
Products






equities
equity-like instruments
exchange traded funds
exchange traded products

KCG Europe Limited

Trading Venues and Systematic
Internalisers
(Where KCGE holds direct
membership)

Aquis Exchange

Boerse Berlin Equiduct

CBOE Europe (BATS & CHIX)

Deutsche Boerse (Xetra)

Euronext Amsterdam

Euronext Brussels

Euronext Lisbon

Euronext London

Euronext Paris

Liqudinet Europe

London Stock Exchange

Nasdaq OMX Copenhagen

Nasdaq Stockholm

Nasdaq OMX Helsinki

Nordic Growth Market

Oslo Access

Oslo Børs

Sigma X

Turquoise Exchange

UBS MTF

SIX Swiss Exchange

Virtu Financial Ireland Limited SI

Executing Brokers, RSPs and Liquidity
Providers





























Banca Akros SpA
Barclays Capital
BBVA
BOC International
Canaccord Genuity Group
Cenkos
CIBC
CICF
Danske Bank A/S
Davy
Equita SIM S.p.A.
Finansinvest
Goodbody
IBI
Instinet
Investec
ITG Canada
Morgan Stanley & Co International plc
Morgan Stanley Securities Limited
National Bank Financial
NBG
Peel Hunt
Peregrine
Raiffeisen Centrobank AG
Virtu Americas LLC
Virtu Financial Ireland Limited
Winterflood
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